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A neural mechanism for conserved value 
computations integrating information  
and rewards

Ethan S. Bromberg-Martin    1,6, Yang-Yang Feng    1,2,6, Takaya Ogasawara    1, 
J. Kael White1, Kaining Zhang    1,2 & Ilya E. Monosov    1,2,3,4,5 

Behavioral and economic theory dictate that we decide between options 
based on their values. However, humans and animals eagerly seek 
information about uncertain future rewards, even when this does not 
provide any objective value. This implies that decisions are made by 
endowing information with subjective value and integrating it with the 
value of extrinsic rewards, but the mechanism is unknown. Here, we show 
that human and monkey value judgements obey strikingly conserved 
computational principles during multi-attribute decisions trading off 
information and extrinsic reward. We then identify a neural substrate in a 
highly conserved ancient structure, the lateral habenula (LHb). LHb neurons 
signal subjective value, integrating information’s value with extrinsic 
rewards, and the LHb predicts and causally influences ongoing decisions. 
Neurons in key input areas to the LHb largely signal components of these 
computations, not integrated value signals. Thus, our data uncover neural 
mechanisms of conserved computations underlying decisions to seek 
information about the future.

How much would you be willing to pay to learn what your future holds? 
Every day we make decisions that balance our desires for concrete physi-
cal rewards, like food, water or money, with more abstract desires, like 
curiosity for knowledge about the future. How the brain makes these 
multi-attribute decisions remains unclear.

Behavioral science, psychology and economic theory propose that 
we choose through a process of ‘value-based decision-making’, in which 
we integrate the many attributes of each option together to compute 
its total subjective value, which then guides our choices1. However, 
our everyday decisions often require evaluating options with two 
quite different types of attributes. Some attributes provide extrinsic 
outcomes, such as food, water or money, or indicate their properties, 
such as their timing or variability. These are straightforward to study. 
We can measure them, estimate their objective value to the organism 

and compare this to a direct measurement of their subjective value to 
the organism, defined as the organism’s willingness to pay for them2,3. 
Other attributes provide intrinsic outcomes, often called abstract, cog-
nitive or non-instrumental because they provide no apparent objective 
benefit to the organism and may not be physically measurable. Yet, 
organisms are still willing to pay for them, indicating that they have 
subjective value4–6. Thus, a critical question is how brains compute the 
subjective value of non-instrumental choice attributes and integrate it 
with the value of extrinsic rewards to guide multi-attribute decisions 
where both must be weighed and traded off against each other.

An especially striking form of non-instrumental preference is our 
desire for information about uncertain future events, a phenomenon 
called ‘temporal resolution of uncertainty’ in economics and ‘observing 
behavior’ or ‘curiosity’ in psychology7,8. This information seeking is not 
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Here, we identify a neural substrate of multi-attribute decisions 
in the LHb. Many LHb neurons tracked the full integration of informa-
tion and reward into a common currency of economic value. This value 
signal directly regulated decisions: trial-to-trial fluctuations in LHb 
value signals predicted upcoming choices, whereas injecting weak 
electrical current into the LHb causally perturbed upcoming choices in 
a manner consistent with subtracting value from the offer. By contrast, 
Pal neurons tracked the necessary attributes to compute value but 
commonly encoded them in a partially integrated manner. Thus, our 
work identifies the LHb as a key substrate for conserved computations 
integrating information and reward into the subjective value that drives 
multi-attribute economic decisions.

Results
Conserved information value in humans, monkeys, Pal  
and LHb
We assessed how humans value information in a multi-attribute infor-
mation choice task (Fig. 1a). Participants (n = 565) chose between a 
pair of offers on each trial with a mouse click. When chosen, each offer 
provided a monetary reward that was randomly drawn from a set of 
four possible outcomes, depicted as four stacks of coins. Each coin 
was worth $0.01. On average, participants earned a total of $9.29 from 
their choices in the task. Different offers provided different probability 
distributions of rewards, which could have different levels of reward 
expectation (E[r]; the mean height of the stacks) and uncertainty 
(Unc[r]; the variability of the height of the stacks; Fig. 1c). Each offer 
also had a color that indicated whether it was an Info or Noinfo offer 
(Fig. 1a,c,d). When chosen, Info offers provided an informative cue 
indicating which of the four possible outcomes would be delivered into 
the participant’s winnings on that trial, whereas Noinfo offers did not. 
Importantly, this information was non-instrumental and hence had 
no objective value because there was no way to use it to influence the 
outcome6, and participants were clearly instructed on this. Thus, each 
offer had multiple attributes corresponding to multiple features of the 
reward distribution and cue informativeness. To dissociate information 
preferences from color preferences, the mapping between color and 
informativeness was randomized for each participant and reversed 
midway through the session.

The information choice task for monkeys (Fig. 1b; n = 4) had an 
analogous design. Animals freely viewed and then chose from a pair 
of offers on each trial. Each offer gave a reward randomly drawn from 
a set of four possible outcomes, depicted as four bars whose heights 
indicated their magnitudes. Offers had distinct textures indicating 
whether they were Info offers that gave an informative cue indicating 
the upcoming outcome or Noinfo offers that gave a non-informative 
cue. The main differences between tasks were that monkeys were 
rewarded with juice (not money), chose with eye movements  
(not mouse clicks), were shown offers sequentially (to allow measure-
ment of neural responses to each offer) and received their juice reward 
at the end of each trial (unlike humans who got their money rewards 
as a lump sum after the experiment). Also, to ensure that animals had 
ample opportunity to physically prepare to drink their reward on 
every trial10,39, animals were always shown a ‘reveal’ stimulus reveal-
ing the outcome shortly before its delivery (Fig. 1d). We confirmed 
that humans had consistent behavior in a task version with a similar 
‘reveal’ stimulus (Methods; see section ‘Information value scales with 
time’ and Supplementary Fig. 1). Also, we confirmed that monkeys had 
consistent behavior in a task version where offers had additional visual 
attributes indicating cue and reward delivery times (the version used 
for neuronal recording; see section ‘Information value scales with time’ 
and Supplementary Fig. 2).

Using these analogous tasks, we found analogous valuation of 
information by humans, monkeys and neurons. We first assessed the 
fundamentals of how individuals and neurons valued Info versus Noinfo 
offers and investigated the algorithms they used to compute these 

unique to humans; it occurs in animals, including monkeys, rats and 
pigeons6,7,9,10. Remarkably, humans and animals can persistently seek 
information about future rewards, and even pay for it, when this infor-
mation has no objective value because there is no way to use it to influ-
ence the outcome11–15. This suggests that organisms assign information 
a subjective value of its own, effectively treating information itself as 
a form of reward. However, despite a recent explosion of research on 
information seeking in diverse fields, including economics, artificial 
intelligence, psychology, cognitive science and neuroscience, we are 
still only beginning to understand how the brain values information 
to guide decisions6,16–22.

Here, we address two fundamental questions. First, what common 
principles, if any, do humans and animals use to compute the subjec-
tive value of information about future outcomes and integrate it with 
the value of extrinsic rewards? This question has been remarkably 
unexplored, as studies of information seeking have almost exclu-
sively examined one species at a time6. We address this by developing 
a multi-attribute information choice paradigm for both humans and 
monkeys. We found that human and monkey value judgements are 
regulated by strikingly conserved computational principles, includ-
ing how they scale the value of information with uncertainty and time.

Second, what neuronal systems in the brain implement these 
conserved principles to compute the value of information, the value 
of extrinsic reward and the total value of each choice alternative to 
drive decisions? Recent work has identified two interconnected net-
works with information-related activity that are prime candidates for 
these roles6: an information prediction network, which has neurons 
that predict information delivery and regulate information-seeking 
gaze shifts15,23, and the reward prediction error (RPE) network, whose 
signals reflect preferences for both information and primary reward 
and potently regulate reinforcement learning10,24–26. However, it is 
unknown whether the information-related activity in these networks 
actually tracks the subjective value of information and whether it has a 
causal role in computing the total value of options to guide decisions.

To address this, we targeted two brain areas that form a junction 
point between these networks: the lateral habenula (LHb), an ancient 
epithalamic structure in the RPE network, and the anterior/ventral pal-
lidum (Pal), a basal ganglia output nucleus that projects to the LHb and 
is part of the information prediction network. The LHb has been heavily 
implicated in value-related computations due to its strong encoding 
of RPEs during Pavlovian conditioning and simple decision tasks27–29, 
mirroring of and influence over RPE signals in midbrain dopamine 
neurons27,30 and causal role in reinforcement learning31–33. Furthermore, 
some LHb neurons encode prediction errors for both juice reward and 
information (for example, excited by ‘less juice than predicted’ and 
also ‘less information than predicted’), suggesting that they could 
integrate multiple forms of reward into a common currency of value26. 
However, little is known about whether LHb neurons quantitatively 
track the subjective value of options in decision-making, especially 
complex decisions where multiple attributes must be evaluated and 
weighed against each other, and whether such value signals causally 
influence decisions.

Similarly, subsets of Pal neurons have been reported to encode 
motivational signals that could be used in value computations, such 
as primary and conditioned reinforcement, reward uncertainty, infor-
mation anticipation and RPEs23,34–38. Thus, Pal neurons could integrate 
many attributes to compute the subjective value of choice options and 
then relay this value to the LHb. Alternately, Pal neurons might more 
commonly encode mixtures of diverse motivational signals, which 
would need to be further integrated to compute subjective value. 
Indeed, previous work tested for such integrated coding in a region of 
the prefrontal cortex connected to the information prediction network 
and was consistent with the latter alternative: most neurons did not 
integrate information and reward into total subjective value, instead 
encoding them with distinct orthogonal codes11.
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values. In humans, many individuals were strongly information seek-
ing. On average, humans chose informative over non-informative 
offers 69% of the time, and this preference was significant in 69% of 
participants. Humans placed high subjective value on information, as 

measured by their willingness to pay for it (Fig. 1e), which, on average 
over all trials, was 1.00 ± 0.19 cents, fully 17% of the mean expected 
reward of offers in the task. In monkeys, all animals modulated their 
choices with information (P < 0.0001 in each animal; Supplementary 
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Fig. 1 | Multi-attribute information choice task for humans and monkeys. 
a,b, Choice procedure during the multi-attribute information choice tasks for 
humans (a) and monkeys (b). Each offer had four bars indicating the possible 
reward outcomes, with the height of each bar indicating the reward size and 
a color indicating whether it would provide an informative cue indicating the 
outcome. c, Examples showing offers that differ in several attributes, including 
expected reward (E[r]), uncertainty (Unc[r]) and informativeness (Info versus 
Noinfo). d, Info offers granted access to informative cues indicating the 
upcoming reward outcome (red), whereas Noinfo offers did not (blue). For the 
monkey task shown here, all offers also had a final reveal shortly before outcome 

delivery to allow animals to physically prepare to consume the juice rewards  
in all trials. e, The human population assigned positive subjective value to info.  
A psychometric curve measured the subjective value of information based on the 
choice of Info versus Noinfo offers (y axis) as a function of the difference in their 
expected reward (x axis) computed using all n = 565 human participants. Data are 
shown as mean ± s.e. (too small to see). The curve and shaded area are the best-
fitting logistic function ± bootstrap s.e. (n = 200 bootstraps). The text indicates 
the subjective value of information implied by the curve’s indifference point and 
its bootstrap s.e. f, Same as in e for one example animal (animal R).
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Fig. 3). For example, on average over all trials, the animal shown in  
Fig. 1f was willing to pay 0.048 ± 0.002 ml of juice for information,  
fully 16% of the mean expected reward of offers in the task (Supple-
mentary Table 1). As monkeys performed the task, we recorded from 
neurons in the LHb and Pal and examined their offer responses (n = 2 
animals, n = 375 LHb, n = 294 Pal). Many neural offer responses were 
modulated by informativeness (LHb 19.1% and Pal 28.4%; Supplemen-
tary Fig. 4; main effect of Info, P < 0.05 in generalized linear model 
(GLM) fits to neuronal activity; Model 8 in the Supplementary Mod-
eling Note). Consistent with previous work, LHb neurons predomi-
nantly encoded information and other attributes with negative signs  
(lower firing rate for preferred attributes), whereas Pal neurons had 
both negative and positive signs (Supplementary Fig. 5).

Information value scales with uncertainty
We next sought to use this task to answer our key questions. First, 
what principles do individuals follow when they use attributes of 

instrumentally valuable extrinsic rewards, like money and juice, to 
compute the subjective value of non-instrumental choice attributes, 
like information about future outcomes? To do so, we tested how the 
value of information scales in our task with two major determinants of 
instrumental reward value: expected reward and reward uncertainty. 
Second, are these principles conserved between humans and monkeys 
and in the information-related signals in Pal and LHb?

To test this, the task included reward distributions that were 
safe, where the outcome was entirely certain, or risky, where the 
outcome was uncertain (Figs. 1c and 2a,c). We analyzed offers sepa-
rately based on their uncertainty and found that the value of infor-
mation scaled strongly with uncertainty in both species. Humans 
were willing to pay an average of 1.06 cents for information about 
uncertain outcomes but only 0.72 cents for information about cer-
tain outcomes (Fig. 2a). Similarly, all individual monkeys were willing 
to pay more for information about uncertain outcomes (Fig. 2c and 
Supplementary Fig. 3).
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area represents ±bootstrap s.e. b, Mean fitted GLM weights of offer attributes. 
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Data are fitted parameters ± s.e. from each individual. Colors indicate that 
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of individuals above or below the identity line and its significance (binomial 
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bottom of e and g); Sig., significant; Non-sig., non-significant. f, Same as e for 

all animals. The gray text indicates which data point came from which animal. 
The error bars are too small to see (all s.e. < 0.08). g, The value of information 
grows with uncertainty, as indicated by positive weights of Info × Unc[r] (y axis) 
for humans with negative, non-significant or positive weights of Unc[r] (x axis). 
The text indicates the fraction above y = 0 and its significance (binomial test). 
h, Histograms of fitted Info × Unc[r] weights for individuals classified as risk 
avoiders, non-significanters or seekers. The black histogram shows significant 
weights, and the text indicates the fraction of individuals with significant  
positive weights and the P value for whether this is greater than chance  
(one-tailed binomial tests). i, Same as g for all animals. Error bars are too small to 
see (all s.e. < 0.08). j, In animal P, the value of information grew with uncertainty 
(positive Info × Unc[r] weight; y axis), consistently in sessions when the animal 
tended to be risk averse, neutral or seeking (Unc[r] weight; x axis; n = 5,248, 5,102 
and 4,766 trials, respectively). Data are shown as mean ± s.e. See Supplementary 
Table 6 for the details of all tests and P values.
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To quantify this, we fit each individual’s choices with a GLM with 
separate weights for each offer attribute and their interactions with 
information. This framework models the subjective value of each offer 
as a linear weighted combination of its attributes and interactions. For 
this initial analysis, we defined Uncertainty as the standard deviation 
(SD) of the reward distribution (Model 1). We found that the human pop-
ulation had a strong positive Info × Uncertainty weight, indicating that 
information was subjectively valued more highly when it would resolve 
a larger amount of reward uncertainty (Fig. 2b). The Info × Uncertainty 
weight was positive in 60% of individual humans; it was significant in 
14% of individuals, which were predominantly positive (Fig. 2e; 12% 
positive, more than expected by chance, P < 0.0001, binomial test; 2% 
negative, not different from chance, P = 0.89). Similarly, all individual 
monkeys had significant positive Info × Uncertainty weights (Fig. 2d,f).

Crucially, the value of information predominantly scaled up with 
uncertainty, not simply with all attributes that individuals cared about. 
All monkeys and nearly all humans placed much greater weight on E[r] 
than Unc[r] (Fig. 2e,f), as expected from prior work. Yet the opposite 
held for the interactions between these attributes and information: 
all monkeys and many humans placed greater weight on Info × Unc[r] 
than on Info × E[r] (Fig. 2e,f). In both species, the Info × Unc[r] effects 
were overwhelmingly positive (humans 14.2% significant, 12.4% posi-
tive and 1.8% negative; monkeys 4/4 significant positive; Fig. 2e,f), 
whereas Info × E[r] effects were less commonly positive (humans 5.3% 
significant, 4.1% positive and 1.2% negative; monkeys 3/4 significant, 
2 positive and 1 negative; Fig. 2e,f). Thus, both species placed more 
value on expected reward than uncertainty but increased the value of 
information more with uncertainty than expected reward. Remarkably, 
this Info × Unc[r] effect was still generally positive even for occasional 
individuals with negative main effects of Info (Supplementary Fig. 3). 
Thus, even individuals averse to information still generally valued it 
more positively when it resolved more uncertainty.

These data demonstrate that humans and monkeys doing similar 
tasks can value information in similar ways. Using similar tasks was 
important to reduce the possibility that differences in information 

seeking could simply arise from differences between tasks (as reported 
in humans6). One task difference was that humans learned the task 
from reading explicit instructions. This raises the possibility that 
humans might misunderstand instructions and mistakenly believe 
that information had instrumental value. However, control analysis 
of a postexperiment questionnaire indicated otherwise. The scaling 
of information value with uncertainty was driven by participants who 
reported that offer color indicated informativeness, not yield of coins 
(Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7). Also, some humans paid for informa-
tion about certain outcomes (Fig. 2a). These humans may have sought 
an extra visual cue or confirmation that a monetary reward would be 
delivered to their accounts, unlike monkeys who could confirm their 
juice reward when it was delivered to their mouths. Regardless, con-
trol analysis showed that this occurred even in humans who reported 
that offer color indicated informativeness and not yield of coins, and 
humans with or without this phenomenon still scaled the value of 
information with uncertainty (Supplementary Fig. 8). Finally, monkeys 
tended to have higher Info × Uncertainty effects than humans (Fig. 2e,f; 
all monkey effects are higher than the mean human effect). Monkeys 
may have stronger or more consistent motivation due to working for 
appetitive reward in a controlled experimental environment with 
extensive training. Monkeys also tended to have higher E[r] effects 
(Fig. 2e,f; all monkey effects are higher than the mean human effect).

We next asked how these attitudes toward information about risky 
outcomes are related to attitudes toward risk itself. This topic has a long 
history in economic theory8,40,41 and psychological and computational 
models of information seeking12,42–46. In some theories, information 
to resolve uncertainty is valued independently as an incentive in its 
own right and hence can have positive subjective value regardless of 
whether an individual is risk seeking or risk averse6,12,41,42. In other theo-
ries, attitudes toward information and attitudes toward risk derive from 
closely analogous mechanisms, typically involving placing dispropor-
tionate weight on future events depending on their desirability7,8,40,44,45. 
If a single underlying mechanism is responsible, then information 
preferences should be related to risk preferences10,40,44,45.
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Fig. 3 | Information signals grow with uncertainty in LHb and Pal neurons.  
a, An example LHb neuron with a strongly information-related offer response 
that is much stronger for offers with reward uncertainty (right) than for offers 
with certain reward (left). Gray bars indicate the analysis window (0.125–0.5 s). 
Data are shown as mean ± s.e. b, Mean Info × Unc[r] effect, measured as the  
cross-validated difference in normalized activity between Info and Noinfo offers 
with uncertain rewards minus the analogous difference for certain rewards.  
This analysis uses all n = 113/303 attribute-responsive neurons selected for  
having a significant Info × Unc[r] effect by the cross-validation procedure 

(Methods). The shaded area shows ±1 s.e.; ***P < 0.001; signed-rank test.  
c, Percentage of all LHb offer responses (n = 375 total neurons, two offers) with 
significant GLM weights of Info, Info × E[r] and Info × Unc[r]. The horizontal line 
represents chance. Data are fitted parameters ± s.e.; *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001; one-
tailed binomial tests; comparisons were performed with signed-rank tests.  
d–f, Same as a–c for Pal neurons (n = 97/251 attribute-responsive neurons 
selected as significant Info × Unc[r] effect, n = 294 total). See Supplementary 
Table 6 for the details of all tests and P values.
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Our data support the former theories in both across-species and 
within-species comparisons. Across species, humans and monkeys 
had predominantly opposite risk attitudes, consistent with previous 
work47,48. Humans were mostly risk averse, whereas monkeys were 
mostly risk seeking (negative versus positive weight of Uncertainty; 
Fig. 2g,i). Yet, both the human population and all monkeys were fit 
with positive weights of Info × Uncertainty, indicating that they 
placed higher value on information about risky, uncertain offers 
(Fig. 2g,i). Within humans, the Info × Uncertainty weight was positive 
in humans with each possible risk attitude (risk averse, risk seeking 
and risk non-significant; Fig. 2h and Supplementary Fig. 9). Similarly, 
within monkeys, it was positive in all animals regardless of whether 
they were risk seeking or risk neutral (Fig. 2i) and positive even in ses-
sions when the one risk-neutral animal had trends for each possible 
risk attitude (animal P; Fig. 2j). Thus, our data are consistent with 
individuals treating information that resolves uncertainty about 
future outcomes as a separate incentive in its own right, remark-
ably distinct from their attitudes toward uncertainty about future 
outcomes itself.

This scaling of information value with uncertainty could be imple-
mented by the Pal and LHb. The information-related activity of many 
neurons in these areas was significantly higher for uncertain rewards 
than for certain rewards (Fig. 3a,b,d,e and Supplementary Fig. 10). To 
quantify this, we fit each neuron’s activity with an analogous GLM to 
the behavioral model (Model 13). Many neural offer responses had 
Info × Unc[r] effects, and fewer had Info × E[r] (Fig. 3c,f; LHb P = 0.041, 
Pal P = 0.0007; signed-rank test).

Information value scales with a specific form of uncertainty
To understand why and how the value of information scales with uncer-
tainty, it is fundamental to uncover the specific form of uncertainty that 
governs information seeking. Many mathematical forms of uncertainty 
have been proposed to influence cognition and behavior. However, 
most neuroscience studies manipulate uncertainty using single param-
eters of probability distributions, which makes it hard to differentiate 
these proposals (Supplementary Fig. 11). Here, we use our task to test 
three hypothesized families of uncertainty measures (Fig. 4a,b): (1) 
uncertainty measures that only depend on outcome probabilities, like 
Shannon entropy49, which are proposed to regulate information prefer-
ences42,50,51 and many other neural computations52,53; (2) measures that 
only depend on outcome magnitudes, like range, which are proposed 
to regulate the dynamic range of activity54–56; and (3) measures that 
consider both probabilities and magnitudes, like SD and variance, 
which are proposed to regulate risk- and information-related behavior 
and activity12,48,57.

To dissociate these families of uncertainty measures, we used two 
types of uncertain reward distributions: 50/50 offers, where big or small 
rewards each occurred 50% of the time, and 25/50/25 offers, where 
big or small rewards each occurred 25% of the time and intermediate 
rewards occurred the remaining 50% of the time (Fig. 4b). Uncertainty 
measures that only depend on probabilities, like entropy, are highest 
for the latter because it has more evenly spread probabilities, measures 
like range are indifferent because both have the same extreme big and 
small reward magnitudes, and measures like SD are highest for the 
former because it has the highest probability of large deviations from 
the mean magnitude.

Both humans and monkeys valued information based on an 
uncertainty measure more closely resembling SD than either range 
or entropy, as indicated by raw choice percentages (Fig. 4c,f ) and 
fits to behavior with separate Info × Uncertainty weights for each of 
the two types of uncertain offers (Fig. 4d,g and Model 5). This was 
the case for humans with all risk attitudes and for each individual 
monkey (Fig. 4d,g). To further quantify this, we performed a for-
mal model comparison between models of behavior in which the 
uncertainty measure was SD, range, entropy or none (Models 1–4). 
We found that SD was highly favored in both species (Fig. 4e,h) and 
task versions (Supplementary Fig. 12). This was also true for LHb and 
Pal information signals. The same example neurons from Fig. 1 had 
stronger information signals for offers with 50/50 distributions than 
25/50/25 distributions (Fig. 4i,l). Similarly, the population average 
activity had a clear Info × Uncertainty Type interaction (Fig. 4j,m, 
Supplementary Fig. 10 and Model 12), with a similar time course to the 
basic Info × Uncertainty effect (Fig. 3b,e). Again, model comparisons 
favored SD (Fig. 4k,n and Models 8–11). Thus, the Pal and LHb tracked 
a form of uncertainty resembling that which governed information’s 
value in monkeys and humans.

Information value scales with time
We next asked whether the value of information scales with time. Infor-
mation preferences are known to be influenced by task timing10,39,45,58, 
but we are only beginning to understand how this translates into subjec-
tive value and how this value is computed by neural circuits59. Notably, 
whereas conventional temporal discounting scenarios only require 
evaluating a single event, the time of the extrinsic reward outcome (tout) 
information seeking also requires evaluating the time when information 
will arrive: the time of the cue (tcue) for Info offers and the time of the 
final reveal (trev) for Noinfo offers (Figs. 1d and 5a). We hypothesized 
that these are crucial ingredients for information valuation. Specifi-
cally, the difference between them, the time the cue comes in advance 
of the reveal (tadvance), may be valued because it quantifies the temporal 

Fig. 4 | Information value grows with a conserved form of uncertainty.  
a, Families of uncertainty measures hypothesized to influence behavior using 
reward magnitudes and probabilities, magnitudes only or probabilities only  
(for example, SD, range and entropy). b, We presented individuals with three 
offer types (safe, 25/50/25 and 50/50) to dissociate these measures. Plots show 
their hypothesized effects on the subjective value of information (left) and fit 
quality (right); a.u., arbitrary units. c–e, Human information seeking is motivated 
by an SD-like form of uncertainty. c, Mean difference in percentage choice of Info 
versus Noinfo offers separately for each offer type. Error bars represent ± s.e.; 
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; signed-rank tests. d, Mean fitted GLM weights 
for the effect of each uncertainty type on the subjective value of information. 
Insets show similar results for the subsets of participants classified as risk averse, 
risk non-significant or risk seeking. To ensure that this plot is not biased for any 
specific uncertainty measure, participants were classified as risk averse/seeking 
if they had a significant negative/positive Unc[r] effect according to any of the 
three models (SD, range or entropy; Supplementary Table 2). Also, to illustrate 
the willingness to pay for information, fitted parameters were scaled based on 
the fitted effect of E[r] to convert them from units of log odds to units of reward 
(money). e, Model comparison with shuffle-corrected log likelihoods relative to 

the SD model. Error bars represent ±bootstrap s.e. (n = 2,000 bootstraps);  
three asterisks (***) indicate the 99.9% bootstrap confidence interval excluding 0. 
f–h, Same as c–e but for animals, showing similar results. Data in f and g are from 
animal R; insets in g show each additional animal. i–k, LHb neuron information-
related activity scales with an SD-like form of uncertainty. i, The same LHb 
neuron from Fig. 1 but separating its responses by offer type, revealing stronger 
information-related activity for 50/50 offers. The shaded area represents ±s.e.  
j, Left, SD-like form of uncertainty revealed by mean cross-validated GLM weights 
from fits to attribute-responsive LHb neurons with significant Info × Unc[r] 
effects. Error bars represent ±s.e.; *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001; signed-rank tests. 
Right, mean time course of the cross-validated Info × Uncertainty Type effect on 
neuronal activity, measuring the enhancement of information-related activity by 
50/50 relative to 25/50/25 offers (Methods). Data are shown in the same format as 
in Fig. 3b,e. k, Model comparison favors an SD-like form of uncertainty. Data are 
shown in the same format as in e. l–n, Same as i–k for the Pal. Model comparisons 
were performed using all neurons where the model converged to a stable fit in 
all bootstrap samples (n = 373 LHb, n = 293 Pal). See Supplementary Table 6 for 
details of all tests and P values.
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advantage in information: how much earlier an individual will get infor-
mation by choosing Info.

To test this in monkeys, we modified the task to augment each 
offer with a visual ‘clock’, with three segments indicating the time 
durations between choice and cue, between cue and the reveal stimu-
lus, and between the reveal and the end of the trial (Fig. 5a and Sup-
plementary Fig. 2; n = 3 animals). After learning, monkeys retained 
their positive Info × Uncertainty effects while additionally showing 
strong time preferences (Supplementary Fig. 3). As expected, animals 

showed strong conventional temporal discounting, preferring early tout  
(Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 3).

Crucially, time also strongly influenced information preferences in 
a manner that depended on tadvance. That is, all animals were more likely 
to choose informative offers when tadvance was long than when tadvance was 
short (Fig. 5c and Supplementary Fig. 13). Importantly, information 
preference depended on tcue, not just tout (Fig. 5c). To quantify this, we fit 
a model where offers with different tcue and tout values could have differ-
ent relative subjective value of information (Fig. 5d and Model 17). In all 
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animals, the fitted value of information was highest when tcue was early 
and tout was late, that is, when tadvance was longest (Fig. 5c; all P < 0.001).

To quantify how individuals computed the subjective value of 
offers based on timing and all other attributes, we selected attrib-
utes that were required to account for ~99% of the above-chance 
cross-validated log likelihood of the choice data for all animals  
(Methods). This identified ten value-related attributes, which we then 
used to model both behavior and neuronal activity (Model 8). Of the ten 
attributes, five related to time: two for the timing and amount of juice 
delivery (tout and tout × E[r]) and three for interactions between timing 
and information (Info × tout, Info × tadvance and Info × tadvance × Uncer-
tainty). Model comparisons confirmed that these Info × Time inter-
actions improved the fit to animal behavior (Fig. 5f). Crucially, both 
animals from which neurons were recorded had significant positive 
weights of Info × tadvance and Info × tadvance × Uncertainty (Supplementary 
Fig. 3). Thus, the subjective value of information scaled with the time 
it would arrive in advance of the outcome, especially when there was 
a large amount of uncertainty for it to resolve.

To test if the value of information also scaled with time in humans 
in this setting45,58, we modified the human task to offer a choice between 
early and late access to informative cues (Fig. 5e and Supplementary 
Fig. 1; n = 210). The human population was fitted with a significant mean 
positive subjective value of obtaining early versus late information 
(Fig. 5e; P < 0.001; signed-rank test; Model 7), as were a substantial 
number of individuals (21%; above chance, P < 0.0001, binomial test; 
Supplementary Fig. 7).

Again, Pal and LHb information signals contained the necessary 
components to implement these value computations (Fig. 5g–n). Both 
areas had significant proportions of neurons with Info × Time interac-
tions during offer presentation (Fig. 5h,l), including each of the three 
interactions identified from the behavioral model (Fig. 5i,m). For exam-
ple, both areas contained neurons with stronger information signals 
when tadvance was long. Again, these Info × Time interactions improved 
the model fit (Fig. 5j,n and Models 8 and 14–16).

The LHb reflects the integrated value of information and 
reward
Thus far, we have shown that LHb and Pal neurons encode the offer 
attributes necessary to compute the subjective value of information. 
However, this does not necessarily mean that these neurons encode 

an offer’s total value. Value computations can have multiple stages  
(Fig. 6a). The many attributes of each offer must be detected, weighted 
and integrated to compute a value that is properly aligned with 
the individual’s preferences. Furthermore, both information- and 
reward-related attributes must be integrated together to compute 
the total subjective value of the offer to guide decisions. These stages 
should produce very different neural activity (Fig. 6b). Neurons that 
are ‘labeled lines’ encoding single attributes60 or have mixed selectivity 
to random subsets of attributes61 should generally be weakly aligned 
with value. Neurons that do partial integration by properly weighting a 
subset of attributes60 should generally be partially aligned with value. 
Finally, neurons that encode a fully integrated value signal62 should be 
closely aligned with subjective value (Fig. 6b).

Indeed, many LHb and Pal neurons encoded attributes in strikingly 
different ways, consistent with different stages in value computations. 
The LHb neuron in Fig. 6c tracked many attributes needed to compute 
subjective value, including attributes related to both juice reward and 
information. By contrast, the Pal neurons in Fig. 6d,e each encoded mul-
tiple attributes but did not integrate them into total subjective value. 
The first Pal neuron strongly activated for Info and activated more when 
other attributes scaled up the value of info (Uncertainty and tadvance); 
however, it did not activate for attributes about juice (Fig. 6d). The 
second Pal neuron activated for attributes that govern the value of juice 
(high E[r], early tout) but not for attributes about information (Fig. 6e).

These response patterns were common in these areas. We first 
fit each neuron’s offer responses with the model described above and 
found that, on average, both LHb and Pal neurons were sensitive to 
similar numbers of offer attributes (Fig. 6f). We then asked whether 
they integrated those attributes in a manner resembling subjective 
value. To do this, we estimated the subjective value of each offer from 
each animal’s behavioral model fits, as the linear weighted combina-
tion of offer attributes that best predicted choice. We then calculated 
a value coding index defined as the ratio of the above-chance variance 
in a neuron’s activity that could be explained by a model with a single 
term reflecting subjective value versus a model with separate weights 
for each attribute (value model versus attribute model; Fig. 6g,h and 
Models 18 and 19). The above-chance percent variance explained for 
each model was defined as the percent variance explained from fitting 
the real data minus the percent variance explained from fitting shuffled 
data (Methods). Thus, an index of 1 indicates that all the above-chance 

Fig. 5 | How information value grows with time. a, We tested how information 
value scales with time by adding a ‘clock’ stimulus to each offer indicating the 
timing of cues (tcue) and reveals (trev) and hence their difference, the time the cue 
comes in advance (tadvance). b, Conventional temporal discounting of delayed 
juice rewards. Plotted is the choice probability of offers as a function of outcome 
delivery time (tout) for animal R, showing a strong preference for early rewards. 
Data are fitted parameters ± bootstrap s.e. (too small to see). c, Information 
preference grows the earlier the cue arrives in advance. Left, data are shown in 
the same format as in b but are split into Info and Noinfo offers, and only offers 
with short tadvance are plotted. Middle, the same but only plotting offers with 
long tadvance, showing increased preference for information; three asterisks (***) 
indicate a greater difference between Info and Noinfo offers when tadvance was 
long (the 99.9% bootstrap confidence interval excluded 0), when considering the 
same range of tout (6–8 s). Right, data are shown in the same format, but choice as 
a function of tcue is plotted while only including offers with tout in a narrow fixed 
range (7.3–7.8 s), showing greater preference for Info when tcue is early and hence 
tadvance is long. d, Fitted relative effect on the subjective value of Info of three types 
of offers defined by tcue and trev. All three animals tested in the task placed higher 
value on Info for offers with early tcue and late trev (that is, the longest tadvance). Error 
bars represent ±s.e.; ***P < 0.001; two-tailed t-test of difference in GLM weights. 
To illustrate the willingness to pay for information, fitted parameters were scaled 
based on the fitted effect of E[r] to convert from units of log odds to units of 
reward ( juice). e, Cross-species comparison of the value of Early versus Late Info. 
Shown is the mean fitted effect of Early versus Late Info on choice for each animal 
(left; n = 40,434, 87,491 and 10,295 trials from animals R, Z and B; Methods) and 

for the human population tested on a version of the human task that manipulated 
information timing (right; different participants from the task in Figs. 1–4; 
Methods). Error bars represent ±bootstrap s.e. Three asterisks (***) indicate 
the 99.9% bootstrap confidence interval excluding 0. f, Model comparison 
favors a model including interactions between Info and both uncertainty- and 
time-related variables. Data are shown in the same format as in Fig. 4e. Error 
bars represent ±bootstrap s.e. g–j, LHb neuron information-related activity is 
commonly modulated by information timing. g, The same LHb neuron from 
Figs. 1 and 2 showing information-related activity when tadvance is short versus 
long. Data are shown as mean ± s.e. h, The LHb population had a significant total 
cross-validated effect of Info × Time interaction terms (Info × tout, Info × tadv, 
Info × tadv × Unc[r]) using the 125/303 attribute-responsive LHb cells selected 
by the cross-validation procedure. The shaded area represents bootstrap ±s.e.; 
***P < 0.001; signed-rank test. i, Percentage of LHb offer responses (n = 375 
total neurons, two offers) with significant GLM weights of Info × tout, Info × tadv 
and Info × tadv × Unc[r]. The horizontal line represents chance. The leftmost 
data point was computed by pooling P values from the three individual effects 
(Fisher’s combination test98). Data are shown as mean ± s.e.; *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; 
***P < 0.001; one-tailed binomial test. j, Model comparison. Data are shown in the 
same format as in f. k–n, Same as g–j for Pal neurons. Data in l were computed 
using the 108/251 attribute-responsive Pal neurons selected by the cross-
validation procedure. Model comparisons were performed using all neurons 
where the model converged to a stable fit in all bootstrap samples (n = 373 LHb, 
n = 293 Pal). See Supplementary Table 6 for details of all tests and P values.
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variance in attribute-related activity can be explained by subjective 
value, whereas an index of 0 indicates that attributes are encoded 
orthogonally to subjective value. We analyzed all neurons with strong 
attribute effects, meaning that the fitted attribute model explained 
at least 10% more response variance than expected by chance, with at 
least one attribute having a significant effect (Methods). The result 
was clear. LHb neurons predominantly had high value coding indexes, 
with many close to the maximum index of 1, consistent with full inte-
gration (Fig. 6h). Pal neurons had a roughly uniform distribution of 
indexes, reflecting highly diverse degrees of integration, consistent 
with partial integration being common in Pal neurons (Fig. 6h). Thus, as 
a whole, LHb had greater value coding indexes than Pal (rank-sum test; 

P < 0.001; animal R, P < 0.001; animal Z, P = 0.024). Furthermore, LHb 
value coding indexes were much closer than Pal to the hypothesis that 
offer responses exclusively encoded subjective value (Supplementary 
Fig. 14). Indeed, even without selecting neurons based on their task 
responsiveness or response properties, the simple population aver-
age LHb firing rate in response to each offer closely tracked its total 
subjective value (Fig. 6i).

Our multi-attribute task design was crucial to detect this dif-
ference in coding between Pal and LHb. For example, the Pal cell in  
Fig. 6e would have appeared to encode total subjective value if we had 
only manipulated juice and not information. This suggests that the Pal 
contains subpopulations of neurons that partially integrate attributes, 
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which would be suitable to motivate specific actions (for example, 
information- or juice-specific behaviors), whereas other Pal neurons 
integrate attributes more fully, suitable to regulate LHb activity and 
decision-making. These Pal coding properties are especially nota-
ble because they are not simply found in all basal ganglia nuclei that 
project to the LHb. To test this, we recorded n = 185 neurons from the 
subthalamic nucleus (STN), which has strong connections with both 
the Pal and LHb. The STN had strong signals related to offer attributes 
(Fig. 4f and Supplementary Fig. 5), but, compared to Pal, its neurons 
coded fewer attributes of offers (Fig. 6f) and combined fewer coding 
properties (Fig. 7 and Supplementary Fig. 16). Thus, our data identify 
Pal as a site of diverse integration of motivational attributes and the 
LHb as a site of predominant integration into subjective value.

LHb value signals predict online multi-attribute decisions
We hypothesized that LHb signals tracking subjective value caus-
ally contribute to decisions. If so, this would extend the role of LHb 
phasic signals beyond their classic role in trial-and-error reinforce-
ment learning to online control of multi-attribute decisions. The LHb 
responses to each offer in our task resembled encoding of RPEs, with 
each offer triggering an RPE related to its subjective value. Consist-
ent with classic findings in the LHb, these neurons also had strong 
RPE signals later in the task when outcomes were cued and revealed 
(Fig. 6c and Supplementary Fig. 15)25,27. However, LHb RPEs have been 
implicated in reinforcement learning more than online decision- 
making26,27,31,32,63,64. If our hypothesis is correct, then variations in the 
LHb response to each offer should predict variations in the animal’s 
decision about whether to choose that offer. This relationship should 
hold above and beyond the predictions of our models (which are fitted 
to the pooled data over all trials and hence cannot predict trial-to-trial 
variations in subjective values). For example, if an LHb neuron treats 
a particular offer on a particular trial as less valuable than the neural 
model predicts, then the animal should be less likely to choose that offer 
than the behavioral model predicts. Furthermore, given the negative 
sign of LHb value-related signals, LHb activity should be negatively 
associated with choice.

To test this hypothesis, we asked whether variations in LHb value 
signals predict variations in choice behavior (Fig. 7a). For each neuron, 
we computed a choice predictive index as the correlation between the 
animal’s residual choice and the neuron’s residual offer response in the 
direction of its value signal. That is, the correlation between the choice 
and the neural offer value signal, after subtracting out the animal’s 
predicted choice and the neuron’s predicted offer value signal based 
on fits from the attribute model (Fig. 7b,c and Model 18). Many neurons 
had significant positive indexes, consistent with value signals related 
to choice (Fig. 7e,f). If this activity related to decision-making, it might 

become stronger after the animal observed both offers and could 
decide between them56. To test this, we computed the index separately 
for responses to the first and second offers. LHb value signals were 
more choice predictive during offer 2 (Fig. 7d–g).

These results suggest that the subjective value signal in LHb neu-
rons could be well suited for several roles in motivated behavior. First, 
our results suggest that the value signal reflects the subjective value 
that governs choice and could be used to monitor or drive choice 
behavior. Second, the value signal could be present in conventional 
RPE coding neurons, in which case it could be used as an RPE signal 
to drive reinforcement learning of value-based behavior25. Indeed,  
LHb offer responses resembled classic LHb negatively signed encod-
ing of RPEs25,27.

Therefore, we next tested whether LHb activity is organized to sup-
port these roles and whether this organization is specific to the LHb or 
whether it could be inherited from inputs such as the Pal. To do this, we 
classified LHb neurons with three indexes. We classified them as offer 
value related if they had high value indexes (≥0.6; Methods), as choice 
predictive if they had significant choice predictive indexes, and as RPE 
related if they had a significant RPE index, quantifying how neurons 
encoded RPEs in response to feedback about the trial’s reward outcome 
(which, in our task, came from cues on Info trials and reveals on Noinfo 
trials; Methods). Many LHb neurons had significant RPE indexes (Fig. 7h  
and Supplementary Fig. 16), including the example neuron (Fig. 6c).

We found that these coding properties were partially combined 
in many Pal neurons but fully combined in many LHb neurons. Con-
sistent with partial combination, both the Pal and LHb had positive 
pairwise correlations between all three indexes (Supplementary  
Fig. 16). However, the LHb had much higher overlap between the 
three indexes (Fig. 7h). Only the LHb had a substantial proportion of 
‘combined coding’ neurons that coded all three with the same sign 
(Fig. 7h). This was far above chance in the LHb (P < 0.0001; permuta-
tion test controlling for base rates of each coding property), but not 
in the Pal (P = 0.10), and hence was more elevated above chance in the 
LHb than in the Pal (P = 0.0025).

The LHb causally influences online multi-attribute decisions
To test whether the LHb causally influences online decisions, we manip-
ulated LHb activity using weak electrical stimulation at the same time 
LHb neurons signaled offer value (Fig. 8a; n = 2 animals; 50 µA, 400 Hz, 
500 ms). On each trial, we stimulated during the LHb response to offer 
1 or offer 2 or did not stimulate (Methods). If our hypothesis is correct, 
then adding spikes to the LHb response to an offer should cause the 
animal to treat that offer as if it had less subjective value and hence 
choose it less. Furthermore, stimulation during offer 2 might have a 
greater influence on choice, both because LHb activity was more choice 

Fig. 6 | LHb neurons integrate information and reward into subjective 
value during multi-attribute decision-making. a, Hypotheses of neuronal 
attribute coding. Neurons could encode single attributes or random mixtures of 
attributes, partially integrate subsets of attributes or fully integrate all attributes 
to reflect subjective value. b, Simulations of these hypotheses produce different 
value coding indexes. c–e, Example neurons. Data are shown as mean ± s.e. 
c, The LHb neuron from Figs. 1–3 showing responses to attributes related to 
juice reward (left; E[r] and tout), information (middle; Info, Info × Unc[r] and 
Info × tadvance; data are in the same format as in Figs. 1–3; for Info × Uncertainty and 
Info × Time effects, saturated color shades indicate conditions where Info versus 
Noinfo offers had greater differences in subjective value) and juice RPEs (right; 
induced by informative cues on Info trials (red) and the final reveal on Noinfo 
trials (blue); medium-, dark- and light-colored shades indicate positive RPEs 
(>50 µl), negative RPEs (<–50 µl) and safe offers with no RPE). d, The Pal neuron 
from Figs. 1–3 responds to attributes related to information (middle) but not 
juice (left) or RPEs (right). e, A second example Pal neuron responds to attributes 
related to juice but not information or RPEs. f, Attribute-responsive neurons in 
the LHb and Pal (green and purple, respectively) have significant effects of more 

attributes than in the STN (gray); *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001 between 
LHb or Pal and STN. These data include all offer responses with a significant 
effect of at least one attribute (treating responses to offer 1 and offer 2 separately, 
totaling n = 470, 387 and 186 such offer responses in the LHb, Pal and STN).  
g, Percent variance in the neuronal data explained above chance for each 
attribute-responsive Pal neuron (left, purple) and LHb neuron (right, green) 
when fit using the full attribute model (x axis) or the simple value model (y axis). 
The vertical dashed line is the threshold for classifying cells as having strong 
(colored circles) or weak (gray dots) attribute effects. h, Histograms of value 
coding indexes from the neurons in each area with strong attribute effects.  
Text and vertical lines indicate the mean, and the shaded area represents 
±s.e. Left, separately for animals R (top) and Z (bottom). Right, pooled data. 
Comparisons between areas (dashed lines) used rank-sum tests. i, Population 
average normalized firing rate of all LHb neurons in response to offer 1 (left)  
and offer 2 (right) separately for each of seven bins of offer subjective values 
(derived from the model fit to behavior). Activity is negatively related to value. 
The shaded area represents ±s.e. See Supplementary Table 6 for the details of all 
tests and P values.
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predictive during offer 2, and because animals typically made their 
choice shortly after offer 2 was presented and hence had less time to 
review and re-evaluate the options after offer 2 stimulation.

Indeed, LHb stimulation influenced decisions (Fig. 8). This could 
be seen as a shift in the psychometric curves relating estimated offer 

values to choice. Both animals were less likely to choose the stimulated 
offer, particularly when stimulation occurred during offer 2 (Fig. 8b–g). 
To quantify this, we extended our behavioral model to include addi-
tional attributes indicating the presence of stimulation during each 
offer (Stim1 and Stim2). Stimulation had a significant effect on choice, 
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which was more potent during offer 2 (Fig. 8h–j; Stim2 P = 0.000003, 
Stim1 P = 0.98, Stim2 > Stim1 P = 0.0001). This occurred consistently 
across sessions (Fig. 8h,i) and animals (Fig. 8j). The fitted model param-
eters are consistent with LHb stimulation during offer 2 leading ani-
mals to treat that offer as if it had less subjective value, equivalent to 
a reduction in its expected yield of juice by 0.164 ml in animal R and 
0.036 ml in animal Z. Control analysis showed that stimulation effects 
on choice were not caused by directly evoking motor actions, such 

as choice reports (Supplementary Fig. 17), and could be modeled as 
subtracting a fixed amount of value from the offer (Supplementary 
Table 4 and Models 23–27).

Finally, we asked if we could use LHb activity to predict choices 
by augmenting our behavioral models with terms representing 
either natural variations in LHb residual activity (Fig. 8k and Mod-
els 20 and 21) or stimulation-induced variations in LHb activity  
(Fig. 8l and Model 22). The fits were similar. Both natural and 
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Fig. 7 | LHb value signals predict online multi-attribute decisions.  
a, Schematic of testing if LHb value-related activity is choice predictive. The black 
bar indicates the analysis time window. CC, corpus callosum; TH, thalamus; SC, 
superior colliculus; IC, inferior colliculus; Cb, cerebellum. b,c, The LHb example 
neuron from Figs. 1–4 had trial-to-trial variations in value-related activity 
during offer 1 (b) and especially during offer 2 (c) that predicted trial-to-trial 
variations in choice. Scatter plots show the correlation of residual neuronal 
value signals in response to each offer (x axis) versus residual choice of that 
offer (y axis). Each dot represents one trial. Colors indicate choices of offer 1 
(purple) or offer 2 (orange). Lines are linear fits (type 2 regression). The text 
indicates rank correlation and its P value. Top, histograms of residual neuronal 
value signals for choices of offer 1 versus offer 2; the text indicates receiver 
operating characteristic curve (ROC) area and P value (rank-sum test). d, The LHb 
population average relationship between normalized residual value signals  
(x axis) and residual choice (y axis) had a more positive slope for offer 2. Two 
asterisks (**) indicate the 99% bootstrap confidence interval excluded 0.  

Error bars represent ±s.e. Shown are all n = 301 attribute-responsive LHb neurons 
with sufficient data from both offers for this comparison. e,f, Histograms of each 
neuron’s choice predictive indexes for offer 1 (e) and offer 2 (f). The dark areas 
indicate significant indexes (P < 0.05). The dashed vertical line and text indicate 
mean and significance of the median (signed-rank test); text in the lower right 
indicates the fraction of neurons with significant positive indexes and whether 
it is above chance (one-tailed binomial test). g, Both animals had higher mean 
choice predictive indexes for offer 2 (orange) than for offer 1 (purple);  
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; signed-rank tests. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.; 
n = 122 and 179 for animals R and Z, respectively. h, Venn diagrams show, for 
neurons in each area with strong attribute effects, the overlap of neurons with 
high value coding indexes (left), significant RPE coding indexes (right) and 
significant choice predictive indexes (center); other neurons that met none of 
those criteria are shown at the bottom. Colored areas indicate neurons with 
combined coding of all three properties. See Supplementary Table 6 for the 
details of all tests and P values.
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artificial variations in LHb activity were choice predictive and more 
so during offer 2 (Fig. 8k,l).

Discussion
We found that humans and monkeys value information about uncertain 
future outcomes and integrate it with the value of extrinsic rewards 
through remarkably conserved computations, even to the extent of 

measuring uncertainty with similar functional forms and using it to 
motivate information seeking in similar manners. Furthermore, we 
find that these conserved value computations are propagated in an 
evolutionarily conserved ancient epithalamic structure, the LHb. The 
LHb contains neurons tracking the total subjective value of offers, 
integrating both informational and primary reward values, and 
causally influences online decisions. By contrast, many neurons in 
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Fig. 8 | LHb stimulation causally influences online multi-attribute decisions. 
a, Schematic of testing if LHb stimulation perturbs choice. The orange bar and 
text indicate the stimulation time window and parameters. b,c, Psychometric 
curves from an example session in animal R showing how LHb stimulation during 
offer 1 (b; Stim1, purple) and offer 2 (c; Stim2, orange) affected the probability  
of choosing that offer as a function of the subjective value difference between  
the offers (derived from the model fit to behavior on control trials (black)  
and converted to units of ml of juice). Data are shown as mean ± s.e. Text and 
vertical dashed lines indicate the fitted indifference point. The shaded area 
represents ±bootstrap s.e.; n = 62, 24 and 31 trials for control, Stim1 and Stim2.  
d, Psychometric curves from animal R pooling data from all sessions showing 
how stimulation influenced choice of offer 2 relative to control trials. Data are 
shown as mean ± s.e.; n = 537, 216 and 263 for control, Stim1 and Stim2. The inset 
shows indifference points for each condition. Data are shown as mean ± s.e.  
e–g, Same as in b–d but for animal Z; n = 517, 132 and 141 for e and f; n = 5,088, 
1,418 and 1,316 for g. h,i, Histograms of per session GLM fitted effects of 
stimulation during offer 1 (h) and offer 2 (i) on choice of that offer. Positive effects 

indicate reduced log odds of choice. The dark areas are significant (P < 0.05,  
t-test). The dashed vertical lines and text indicate the mean effect and 
significance of the median (signed-rank test). j, Fitted main effect of stimulation 
on choice in each animal, pooling data over all sessions. Positive effects 
indicate reduced log odds of choice. Data are fitted parameters ± s.e.; **P < 0.01; 
***P < 0.001; t-tests. k, Trial-to-trial variations in LHb activity aid in predicting 
choices. Shown are fitted weights from a GLM predicting choices based on 
the model-derived subjective values of the offers (value, black) and residual 
(Resid) normalized value signals from LHb responses to offer 1 (purple) and 
offer 2 (orange). Data are shown as fitted parameters ± s.e.; ***P < 0.001. l, LHb 
stimulation (Stim) perturbs choices. Shown are fitted weights from a GLM 
predicting choices based on the model-derived subjective values of the offers 
(value, black) and LHb stimulation during offer 1 (purple) and offer 2 (orange). 
Positive effects of stim indicate the hypothesized effect, reduced log odds of 
choice. Data are shown as fitted parameters ± s.e. LHb stimulation during offer 
2 significantly reduces choice and does so significantly more than stimulation 
during offer 1. See Supplementary Table 6 for the details of all tests and P values.
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major basal ganglia inputs to the LHb, anterior/ventral Pal and STN 
commonly encode attributes or partially integrated values rather 
than fully integrated, total subjective values that could drive multi- 
attribute decisions.

The LHb is an ancient structure conserved in even the most primi-
tive extant vertebrates65. It has been implicated in primary reinforce-
ment in diverse species, including fish, rats and primates25,33,66. Our 
work shows that the LHb also has a key role in the sophisticated moti-
vational value computations that primates use for multi-attribute deci-
sions, including economic judgements trading off extrinsic rewards 
against the intrinsic reward of gaining information.

Our findings shed new light on the Pal–LHb pathway in value com-
putations and decisions. Neurons in both areas are reported to respond 
to stimulus attributes needed to compute subjective value27,34,35,37 and to 
encode RPEs27,38,67, suggesting that Pal neurons could motivate behavior 
by directly providing LHb neurons with value and RPE-related signals. 
Here, we show in primates that Pal has the necessary signals to accom-
plish this but primarily at the population level. Our multi-attribute 
task revealed that many single Pal neurons only partially integrated 
offer attributes, and very few combined strong value signals with the 
choice-predictive and RPE-related activity that were common in LHb 
neurons. Instead, our data indicate that the Pal contains a diverse 
repertoire of neurons resembling intermediate stages of value com-
putations. These Pal subpopulations could be suitable to motivate 
attribute-specific forms of behavior tailored to attributes of juice (for 
example, thirst38), information (for example, curiosity and gaze shifts23) 
or other incentives, such as risk36. This organization may explain why 
Pal is implicated in such diverse forms of motivated behavior34. These 
subpopulations could then be further integrated to compute the sub-
jective value signals in LHb to motivate total value-guided behavior. It is 
also possible that the minority of Pal neurons with the most value- and 
RPE-like activity could have a predominant role in regulating LHb activ-
ity or that, in spite of the mixed coding schemes in the Pal, stimulation 
of Pal and LHb could produce similar effects on behavior. In either case, 
our data are consistent with these areas performing different steps of 
subjective value and RPE computations.

Our data implicate the LHb in the subjective valuation of options 
that drives online decisions. Although it was established early on that 
LHb responses are related to reward and punishment27,28, there are 
multiple motivational systems in the brain that track similar moti-
vational variables for radically different functions (learning versus 
online decisions, different learning rules, different decision rules, 
etc.68,69). The LHb has been most implicated as a source of teaching 
signals in a reinforcement learning system, including dopamine and 
the basal ganglia25,30,33. Yet, in many contemporary theories, the ‘value’ 
in these teaching signals is quite different from the subjective value 
that drives online decisions70. Further, although stimulation of the 
LHb is known to strongly influence behavior, this is often a slow change 
over trials indicative of a learning process31,32,71,72 or a general aversion 
to stimulated contexts32. There are less data on the role of LHb activity 
during decisions26,63,71,73–75. Here, we demonstrate converging evidence 
that LHb neurons reflect value and influence online decisions: (1) LHb 
offer responses were linked to subjective value, (2) variations in these 
value signals were choice predictive, (3) LHb stimulation altered deci-
sions as if reducing the stimulated offer’s value, and (4) both choice 
predictiveness and causal influence were greatest after both offers 
were presented and animals could decide between them. Thus, the 
LHb does not simply signal RPEs for adjusting estimated values over 
long timescales during reinforcement learning; it also influences 
ongoing decisions.

An important question for future work will be uncovering the 
mechanism and downstream pathways by which LHb stimulation 
alters online decisions. Past work indicated that LHb responses are 
too slow to govern choices during simple rapid decisions (immediate 
saccades to single-attribute options26). Our data indicate that LHb 

does influence more prolonged, complex, multi-attribute decisions. 
The LHb has potent control over dopamine and serotonin neurons that 
could influence decisions on this timescale25. The LHb could also reduce 
choice of the stimulated option via projections to areas implicated in 
aversive behaviors74,76–78. A caveat is that LHb stimulation could induce 
spikes in neuronal fibers in the LHb rather than solely in LHb neurons 
themselves (although we used a protocol intended to minimize current 
spread and off-target activation of fibers of passage, as suggested by 
previous work79–82).

Our data also have important implications for a fundamen-
tal question in neuroscience: what form of uncertainty motivates 
behavior and how? Uncertainty regulates many aspects of cogni-
tion, motivation and behavior83. However, it is rarely possible to test 
between proposed uncertainty measures in conventional tasks that 
manipulate uncertainty with a single parameter (Supplementary  
Fig. 11). Here, we show that, in our task, humans and monkeys scale 
up the value of information with a specific family of uncertainty 
measures, resembling the SD or variance of rewards. This is consist-
ent across species and individuals with diverse attitudes toward risk. 
Further, Pal and LHb information signals closely track this value of 
information. This places important constraints on the underlying 
neural computations, indicating that the brain computes the value 
of information by tracking a large suite of the reward statistics that 
produce uncertainty in natural environments. Of course, organisms 
may adapt their value computations to the task at hand. In some 
tasks, they may use a different uncertainty measure if it is easier to 
compute or provides an instrumental benefit51. Our key finding is 
that, when confronted with analogous tasks, humans and monkeys 
valued information in analogous manners. These value computa-
tions were surprisingly robust to their different behavioral regimes. 
Humans learned the task from written instructions and chose with 
mouse clicks for monetary rewards in a single session sitting at their 
own computer, whereas monkeys learned from experience over 
many sessions and chose with eye movements for juice rewards in an 
experimental booth. Thus, these conserved computations to endow 
information with value may generalize across a range of natural and 
experimental environments.

Finally, our work shows that a neuroscience approach using both 
humans and monkeys can identify conserved computations underly-
ing complex multi-attribute decision-making and tie them to neuronal 
substrates. Work in both humans and monkeys has been crucial for 
understanding movement disorders and developing neuroscientific 
treatments84, and the same is likely to be true for disorders of mood and 
cognition, which impair complex decision-making and often include 
maladaptive information-seeking strategies85,86.

The LHb is implicated in human disorders, including depres-
sion, schizophrenia and substance abuse, and in animal models33,87,88. 
Interventions targeting the LHb are being evaluated for human treat-
ments89,90. Our work may explain why alterations in the LHb could 
have broad effects on mood and motivation in everyday life. Its highly 
integrated code means that it could be engaged by diverse motivational 
goals. Further, LHb signals can fulfill two complementary functions 
simultaneously: (1) a teaching signal to learn which environments 
produce valuable outcomes and (2) an immediate motivational push to 
enter those valuable environments. These functions can support each 
other; a high-quality teaching signal requires access to informative 
cues, and an immediate motivational push to seek information would 
help obtain them6,10. Several forms of information seeking are altered 
in individuals with traits or disorders affecting mood and cognition91–93, 
including diseases or impairments of the dopamine and serotonin 
neuromodulator systems that the LHb potently regulates94–97. Thus, 
our work raises the possibility that disordered LHb signals produce 
mood alterations due to not only impairing an individual’s motivation 
for extrinsic rewards but also sapping their motivation to seek informa-
tion from their environment.
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Methods
General procedures
All human procedures were approved by the Washington University 
Institutional Review Board. All animal procedures conformed to the 
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by 
the Washington University Institutional Animal Care and Use Commit-
tee. In total, 824 human participants completed tasks using Amazon’s 
Mechanical Turk service (mean age = 36.06 years, s.d. of age = 11.15 
years; 410 females). All provided informed consent. Participants were 
monetarily compensated based on their performance, as detailed 
below. Participants were required to be healthy adults between the ages 
of 18 and 55 years with no history of previous neurological or psychiatric 
illnesses, located in the United States and able to read English and have 
normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Four adult male rhesus 
monkeys (Macaca mulatta) participated in the experiments (animals 
R, Z, B and P; all 7–9 years old during the experiments). Data collection 
and analysis were not performed blind to the conditions of the experi-
ments. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, 
but our sample sizes are similar to or exceed those reported in previous 
publications23,26.

Behavioral task for humans
The main multi-attribute information choice task for humans involved 
making choices between offers, which provided opportunities to earn 
virtual coins representing monetary rewards (n = 580 participants; 
self-reported mean age = 36.20 years; s.d. of age = 11.06 years; 294 
female, 282 male, 2 other and 2 no response). These participants earned 
an average of $9.81 (s.d. = $0.41) from the entire task. We analyzed 
data from all participants whose behavior had enough variability for 
the model described below to converge to a valid fit. This excluded 
participants who followed a simple deterministic strategy like always 
choosing the leftmost offer (although results were very similar if ana-
lyzing all participants). This produced a dataset of n = 565 participants. 
Participants learned the task by reading written instructions at their 
own pace and completing ten practice trials before beginning the actual 
task. The task was programmed using psiturk v3.1.0 and jspsych v6.0.4.

The task had 150 trials in three blocks of 50 trials each. Participants 
had 45 min to complete all trials and 10 min of break time that they 
could take as they wished between blocks. Each trial began with a cen-
tral cross that the participant had to click. Two offers then appeared on 
the left and right. The participant had 5 s to choose an offer by clicking 
it. If they did not choose, the computer randomly chose an offer for 
them; this occurred very rarely (0.88% of trials), and results were very 
similar if those trials were excluded from analysis. After choice, the 
unchosen offer disappeared, and the chosen offer displayed an anima-
tion for ~3.7 s (Supplementary Fig. 1). The participant then had to click 
the offer to complete the trial.

Each offer’s reward distribution was depicted with four coin stacks. 
After an offer was chosen, one of its four stacks was selected uniformly 
at random as the outcome, and the number of coins in that stack was 
added to the participant’s total winnings. Each reward distribution was 
defined by its expected reward and type of uncertainty. The expected 
reward could be 5, 6 or 7 coins. Type of uncertainty could be safe (all 
stacks were the same), 25/50/25 (one stack was four coins below the 
mean, two were the mean, and one was four coins above the mean) 
or 50/50 (two stacks were four coins below the mean and two stacks 
were four coins above the mean). Each offer could be informative or 
non-informative, as indicated by its color (blue or orange). Informa-
tive offer animations ended by highlighting the outcome stack and 
displaying text indicating its amount (for example, ‘You won 7 coins!’). 
Non-informative offer animations ended without highlighting any 
stacks and displaying non-informative text (‘You won ? coins!’). The 
initial mapping between color and informativeness was randomized 
for each participant and reversed approximately halfway through the 
task (block 2, trial 20). Participants were instructed that the information 

was non-instrumental and did not affect their payment in any way and 
that this reversal would occur at some point during the task.

Offer pairs were generated randomly for each trial and partici-
pant. In 75% of trials, each offer’s features (expected reward, uncer-
tainty type and informativeness) were selected independently and 
uniformly at random across each feature’s possible values. In the 
remaining 25% of trials, offer features were selected so one offer was 
informative and the other was non-informative, but both offers had the 
same expected reward and uncertainty type (selected independently 
and uniformly at random). We combined data from three slightly dif-
ferent task versions, which produced similar results. The first version 
instructions referred to 25/50/25 and 50/50 offers as ‘moderate risk’ 
and ‘high risk’; other version instructions referred to both as ‘risky’. 
The first version placed the informative offer on the right on the 25% of 
trials where offers were generated with the same reward distribution 
but different informativeness; in the other version, offer positions 
were always randomized.

To test how participants understood the reversal, we included 
additional ‘question trials’ (two per block after trials 30 and 50). Par-
ticipants were shown pictures of two offers, one informative and one 
non-informative, and were asked to click on the informative offer 
on half of question trials and the non-informative offer on the other 
half. Each correct response earned $0.10. The majority of participants 
answered most question trials successfully; restricting analysis based 
on question trial performance produced similar results.

A second task for humans manipulated information timing 
(n = 244 participants who earned an average of $6.45 (s.d. = $0.45) 
from the entire task; n = 210 with valid model fits; self-reported mean 
age = 35.73 years, s.d. of age = 11.37 years, 116 female, 124 male, 2 other 
and 2 no response; no overlap of participants between the two tasks). 
The task was similar, with the following differences (Supplementary 
Fig. 1). There were two blocks of 50 trials each, for a total of 100 tri-
als. All offers were 50/50. The animation was longer (~14 s). Instead 
of offer colors indicating informative versus non-informative, they 
indicated early information versus late information (EarlyInfo versus 
LateInfo). EarlyInfo animations highlighted the outcome stack at the 
start, revealing the outcome immediately. LateInfo animations high-
lighted the outcome stack near the end, revealing the outcome after 
an approximately 12-s delay. All animations ended with informative 
text (for example, ‘You won 7 coins!’). Of the 25% of trials in which the 
offers were generated with the same offer distribution but different 
informativeness, expected reward was generated randomly on n = 1 
trial and deterministically on n = 24 trials (8 for each of the three pos-
sible expected reward values). Question trials occurred after trials 10 
and 40 in each block.

After each experiment, we asked participants to complete a brief 
questionnaire to report their age and gender and answer questions 
about their understanding of the task (the meanings of coin stacks, 
cues, reward amounts and probabilities, offer colors and so on). Par-
ticipants were told that they were not required to answer any ques-
tions, and their answers would not affect their payment, but almost 
all participants answered all questions. Reported age or gender had 
no significant effects on the main behavioral effects (Info × Uncer-
tainty in the first task and EarlyInfo in the second task; Supplementary  
Fig. 18). One key question tested if participants understood that the 
offer’s color indicated its informativeness: ‘What did the color of the 
option mean?’. The correct response was phrased slightly differently 
for different participants. In the first version of the task, it was ‘Whether 
the option’s lights will indicate the outcome’ (n = 179), ‘Whether the 
outcome will be revealed at the end of the trial’ (n = 105) or ‘When the 
outcome will be revealed’ (n = 286). In the second version of the task, 
it was ‘When the outcome will be revealed’. In all versions, there were 
four possible incorrect responses: ‘Number of coins awarded from that 
option’, ‘Probability of winning coins if that option is chosen’, ‘Length 
of the trial’ and ‘None of the above’.
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Behavioral task for monkeys
The multi-attribute information choice task for monkeys had two ver-
sions. The first verison had choices between offers for juice rewards 
with fixed event timing (animals R, Z, B and P). The second version 
augmented offers to allow different event timings (animals R, Z and B). 
Recording and stimulation experiments were performed in the second 
version in two animals (animals R and Z).

In the first version of the task, each trial began with the appearance 
of a white fixation point at the center of the screen, which the animal 
was required to fixate on with its gaze. The task proceeded once the 
animal maintained fixation continuously for 0.25 s and at least 0.5 s 
had passed since fixation point onset. If the animal did not fixate within 
5 s or broke fixation before 0.5 s had passed since fixation point onset, 
the trial was an error; it moved immediately to the intertrial interval 
and repeated until it was performed successfully. After the fixation 
requirement was completed, the fixation point disappeared, and there 
was no longer any gaze requirement to advance the task. Simultane-
ously with fixation point disappearance, the first offer appeared on the 
screen. After 1 s, the second offer appeared on the screen. After a further 
0.5 s, the choice period began. An offer was counted as chosen once 
the animal held its gaze on it continuously during the choice period 
for a fixed duration (0.5 s in animals R, B and P and 0.4 s in animal Z). If 
the animal did not choose an offer within 5 s, the computer randomly 
selected an offer and the trial proceeded as if the animal had chosen 
it. This occurred rarely, and these computer-chosen trials and error 
trials were excluded from analysis unless otherwise noted. Each offer 
stimulus was ~6° × 5° of visual angle. Offer locations were randomly 
selected each trial from a set of three possible locations (center, 10° 
left of center and 10° right of center).

Each offer’s reward distribution was depicted with four bars, with 
bar height proportional to juice reward volume, up to a maximum 
size Rmax corresponding to the maximum bar height (Supplementary 
Table 1). If an offer was chosen, one of its bars was selected uniformly 
at random as the juice outcome to be delivered that trial. Juice was 
delivered through a metal spout placed directly in the mouth to ensure 
that anticipatory actions, such as licking, were not required and did not 
influence the amount of reward received. Each offer could be informa-
tive or non-informative, as indicated by distinct visual textures on its 
bars (we used complex textures sourced from images of scenes; for 
clarity of presentation, these are depicted in the figures as simple colors 
(shades of red, blue and white)). The mapping from texture to infor-
mativeness was counterbalanced across animals. Informative offers 
presented a visual cue highlighting the outcome bar. Non-informative 
offers presented the same cue at the same time but highlighting a 
random one of the four bars. Thus, choosing an informative offer gave 
early information about the upcoming outcome.

After the choice, the unchosen offer disappeared, and after 0.5 s, 
the visual cue appeared on the chosen offer in the form of a black 
box highlighting a bar. After a further 3.5 s, a ‘reveal’ occurred where 
the three non-outcome bars disappeared, and only the outcome bar 
remained. After a further 0.5 s, the reward was delivered. Thus, the 
reveal always provided full information about the upcoming outcome. 
This ensured that animals always had adequate time to physically pre-
pare to consume the reward on all trials. Thus, in this task, tcue (the time 
of the cue after the choice) was 0.5 s, treveal (the time of the reveal after 
the choice) was 4.0 s, and tadvance (the time the cue appeared in advance 
of the reveal) was 3.5 s. Finally, the offer disappeared 0.5 s after outcome 
onset, then a 1.2-s intertrial interval occurred before the next trial.

Offers could have multiple types of reward distributions. For full 
details, see Supplementary Table 1. In brief, when randomly generating 
an offer, the offer first had its expected reward drawn uniformly at ran-
dom from a prespecified set of possible expected rewards. To reduce 
the number of trials with trivial decisions where one offer was much 
better than the other, the expected reward of offer 2 was constrained 
to be within a prespecified range of the expected reward of offer 1 for 

some animals and sessions. Then, the offer had its reward distribution 
randomly drawn from the following types: safe distributions with 100% 
probability of a specific amount; 25/50/25 distributions with 25, 50 
and 25% chances of small, medium and large amounts, where medium 
was the mean of small and large; 50/50 distributions with 50% chances 
of small or large amounts and, in some animals and sessions, 25/75 
distributions with a 25% chance of one amount and a 75% chance of a 
different amount. After the offer’s distribution type was selected, its 
reward range was randomly drawn from a prespecified set of ranges. 
Finally, the offer’s four possible reward amounts were discretized to 
occur in increments of Rstep between 0 and Rmax. For example, in animal 
R, Rstep = 0.02 and Rmax = 0.6, so there were 31 possible reward amounts 
(0, 0.02,…, 0.6 ml).

In the second version of the task (Supplementary Fig. 2), we manip-
ulated information and reward timing. Each offer was augmented with a 
‘clock’: a horizontal bar at the bottom of the offer. The horizontal extent 
of the clock represented the full time duration between choice and the 
end of the trial (always equal to 8 s). The clock was divided into three 
sequential segments, representing the times (1) from choice to cue, (2) 
from cue to reveal and (3) from reveal to the end of the trial. The reward 
delivery time was not explicitly indicated but was always 1.1 s after the 
reveal. The three segments had distinct visual textures, which were 
also distinct for informative versus non-informative offers (again, for 
presentation clarity, these are depicted in figures as shades of red and 
blue). Thick black vertical lines indicated tcue and treveal. Finally, to help 
animals anticipate event times and learn how the clock represented 
times, we animated the clock (Supplementary Fig. 2). After choice, a 
‘hand of the clock’ appeared. It was a black rectangle whose position 
on the clock indicated the current time. The hand moved from left 
to right at a constant speed. When the hand touched the vertical line 
indicating tcue, a 0.6-s animation played where the vertical line moved 
upward to the cued bar then expanded to become the cue. When the 
hand touched the second vertical line indicating treveal, a 0.6-s anima-
tion played where the vertical line moved upward to the chosen offer 
and ‘erased’ the three non-outcome bars, leaving only the outcome 
bar remaining. When the hand touched the right edge of the clock, the 
offer disappeared, and the intertrial interval began.

For each offer, the pair of event times (tcue and treveal) was drawn 
uniformly at random from the set of all possible pairs meeting these 
requirements: tcue between 0.4 and 5.8 s, treveal between 1.2 and 6.7 s, tcue 
at least 0.8 s before treveal and tcue and treveal both multiples of 0.1 s. We also 
altered the statistics of the reward distributions. For full details, see 
Supplementary Table 1. There were two major changes. First, because 
this task version had longer trials, we scaled up Rmax to maintain a high 
reward rate to keep animals motivated. Second, we used more limited 
reward distributions to make it easier for animals to interpret them 
along with the added visual and motivational complexity from the clock.

During recordings, the above task was interleaved in alternating 
blocks with a simpler information anticipation task used previously23. 
The multi-attribute choice task had a block of 30 correctly performed 
trials; then the information anticipation task had a block of 9 correctly 
performed trials. The information anticipation task began with a large 
purple fixation point at the center of the screen, which the animal was 
required to fixate on with its gaze. Importantly, the fixation points for 
the multi-attribute choice task and the anticipation task were visually 
distinct, so animals could know which task was in effect. After fixation, 
a visual fractal conditioned stimulus (CS) was presented for 1.5 s and 
replaced by a visual fractal cue for 1.5 s. The cue then disappeared 
simultaneously with outcome delivery, followed by a 1.6-s intertrial 
interval. The CS location on screen was randomly selected each trial 
from the same set of locations from the multi-attribute choice task. 
There were three unique CSs: safe CS, risky CS and info CS. These CSs 
all yielded exactly the same expected reward volume. Each CS had a 
unique set of two possible cues, one of which was randomly selected 
for each trial. The safe CS had two cues, each yielding 100% probability 
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of a medium-sized reward. The risky CS had two cues, each yielding 50% 
large reward (two times the medium reward) and 50% no reward. The 
Info CS had one cue yielding 100% large reward and one cue yielding 
no reward. Each nine-trial block had three presentations of each CS in 
a random order.

Data acquisition
We recorded neurons in LHb, anterior/ventral regions of Pal, and STN. 
A plastic head holder and plastic recording chamber were fixed to the 
skull under general anesthesia and sterile surgical conditions. The 
chambers were tilted laterally by 35–40° and aimed to access the areas 
of interest. After animals recovered from surgery, they participated 
in the experiments. Electrode trajectories were determined with a 
1-mm spacing grid system and with the aid of magnetic resonance 
images (3T) obtained along the direction of the recording chamber. 
This magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-based estimation of neuron 
recording locations was aided by custom-built software (PyElectrode 
v0.3.0 (ref. 99)). Also, to further verify the location of recording sites, 
after a subset of experiments, the electrode was temporarily fixed in 
place at the recording site, and the electrode tip’s location in the target 
area was verified by MRI (Supplementary Fig. 19).

Electrophysiological recordings were performed using multicon-
tact electrodes (Plexon V-probes, 32 channels, 50-µm spacing) inserted 
through a stainless steel guide tube and advanced by an oil-driven 
micromanipulator (MO-97A, Narishige). Signal acquisition (includ-
ing amplification and filtering) was performed using an OmniPlex 
40-kHz recording system (Plexon). Spike sorting was performed offline 
using publicly available software (Kilosort2) to extract clusters from 
the recordings and manual curation to identify sets of clusters that 
corresponded to single neurons, the spans of time when they were 
well isolated and whether they were located in the regions of interest. 
Regions of interest were identified based on electrophysiological 
characteristics, firing patterns and locations relative to anatomical 
landmarks estimated from MRI and recordings at multiple grid loca-
tions. LHb neurons were also identified by having recording depths 
within ~0.5 mm of neurons with negatively signed reward-related activ-
ity in response to cues, reveals and/or reward delivery. A subset of Pal 
neurons (n = 30) were recorded using single-contact glass-coated 
electrodes (Alpha Omega) or epoxy-coated electrodes (FHC), from 
which spikes were sorted offline (Plexon Offline Sorter). Neuronal and 
behavioral analyses were conducted offline in MATLAB (Mathworks). In 
total, n = 375 LHb neurons, n = 294 Pal neurons and n = 185 STN neurons 
were recorded. The following are the statistics of the trial counts per 
neuron: LHb: mean 205.2, median 204, s.d. 82.6 and range 80–423; Pal: 
mean 187.6, median 163, s.d. 89.8 and range 82–436; STN: mean 143.4, 
median 130, s.d. 58.7 and range 43–330.

Eye position was obtained with an infrared video camera (Eyelink, 
SR Research). Behavioral events and visual stimuli were controlled by 
MATLAB (Mathworks) with Psychophysics Toolbox extensions. The 
juice reward was delivered with a solenoid delivery reward system 
(CRIST Instruments).

Electrical stimulation
During electrical stimulation sessions (n = 10 in animal R and n = 12 in 
animal Z), low-intensity electrical stimulation (50 µA, 400 Hz, 500 ms ,  
biphasic negative-positive pulses, 200 µs per phase) was delivered to 
the LHb in a subset of trials. Stimulation strength was chosen based on 
previous monkey studies79,80,100,101. Stimulation was delivered in a post-
offer time window starting 100 ms after the onset of one of the offers. 
Specifically, in animal R, stimulation occurred after offer 1 in 25% of tri-
als and after offer 2 in 25% of trials, and there was no stimulation in the 
remaining 50% of trials. In animal Z, stimulation occurred after offer 1 in 
17% of trials and after offer 2 in 17% of trials, and there was no offer period 
stimulation on the remaining 66% of trials. In a subset of trials in animal 
Z with no offer period stimulation, stimulation occurred after the choice 

in a precue or prereveal time window, ending simultaneously with cue or 
reveal onset, respectively, each occurring in approximately 12.5% of total 
trials. In animal R, the information anticipation task was not run during 
stimulation experiments. In animal Z, the information anticipation task 
was interleaved with the main task and included stimulation in 25% of 
trials, which was equally likely to occur at one of three times: post-CS 
starting 100 ms after CS onset, precue ending simultaneously with cue 
onset or preoutcome ending simultaneously with outcome delivery.

Data analysis
Unless otherwise noted, all statistical tests were two tailed, and statisti-
cal significance corresponds to P < 0.05 without adjustment for mul-
tiple comparisons. The notations *, ** and *** in figures correspond to  
P values of <0.05, <0.01 and <0.001 (or 95%, 99% and 99.9% confidence 
intervals excluding 0), respectively. Neural firing rates in response to 
each offer were analyzed in a time window 125–500 ms after offer onset. 
Firing rates for each neuron were converted to normalized firing rates 
by z scoring. Specifically, for each neuron, we computed a vector of 
firing rates from all times during all trials in non-overlapping 500-ms 
bins. We then normalized the neuron’s firing rates in our analyses by 
subtracting the mean of that vector and dividing by the s.d. of that 
vector. A neuron was classified as attribute responsive if the main 
GLM used to analyze neuronal activity (described below), when fit to 
its responses to either offer 1 or offer 2, yielded a significant effect of 
at least one attribute (P < 0.05).

Psychometric analysis of the value of information. For each indi-
vidual, we plotted the choice of Info as a function of the difference 
in E[r] between the Info and Noinfo offers using only trials where the 
offers differed in informativeness. We fit the underlying single-trial data 
with a logistic function (using a GLM for binomial data with a logistic 
link function). We then estimated the subjective value of information 
as the function’s indifference point (the x coordinate where the func-
tion produces 50% choice of info) multiplied by −1 and estimated its 
standard error by bootstrapping over trials (n = 200 bootstraps). To 
estimate the mean subjective value of information for the human 
population as a whole, we did the same procedure except fitted the 
population average of the choice data from the individuals, fitted the 
logistic function by minimizing the squared error and bootstrapped 
over individuals (n = 200 bootstraps). To estimate the effect of uncer-
tainty, we performed the same analysis separately for the subsets of 
trials where both offers were high uncertainty or both offers were low 
uncertainty (humans: uncertain offers versus certain offers; monkeys: 
offers with SD[r] greater than or less than the median SD[r] of offers 
presented to that animal).

Modeling framework. We fit each individual’s binary choice data using 
GLMs designed to model a standard decision-making formulation in 
which values are computed for each offer, and the resulting choice 
probability is a logistic function of their value difference:

log (
p (chooseoffer 2)
p (chooseoffer 1)

) = V (offer 2) − V(offer 1)

and the value of each offer i is a linear weighted combination of the 
offer’s vector of n attributes < xi,1, xi,2,… , xi,n >:

V (offer i) = β1xi,1 + β2xi,2 +…+ βnxi,n

Thus, the resulting model was a GLM for binomial data with a 
logistic link function, with the equation

log ( p(chooseoffer 2)
p(chooseoffer 1)

) = β1 (x2,1 − x1,1) + β2 (x2,2 − x1,2)

+… + βn (x2,n − x1,n)
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Note that the binary choice data satisfied this GLM’s assumption 
of binomial data. For neuronal data, we fit firing rates in response to 
the offers, with an analogous GLM for normal data with an identity link 
function (equivalent to ordinary linear regression):

Rate (offer i) = βi,0 + βi,1xi,1 + βi,2xi,2 +…+ βi,nxi,n + ε

where βi,0 is the neuron’s mean or baseline response to offer i, and ε is 
the error term. We separately fitted each neuron’s responses to offer 1 
and offer 2. Note that this model was chosen for simplicity of fitting 
and interpretation so that weights represent the simple linear effect 
of each attribute. This model is optimal if true effects are linear and 
noise is normal but is likely to be suboptimal for firing rate data for 
which these were not formally tested and may not hold.

For each analysis, we used models with attributes tailored to the 
behavioral task and question at hand. For full details, see Supplemen-
tary Modeling Note and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3. Below is a brief 
summary of the model-based analysis including model comparison, 
peristimulus activity, value coding index, simulated datasets and 
choice-predictive activity.

Model comparison. We compared models with shuffle-corrected 
log likelihoods to correct for the fact that some models had different 
numbers of parameters. Model interpretations were aided by testing 
if key parameters were significant or were significantly different from 
each other (using the linhyptest function in MATLAB). For the first ver-
sion of the human and monkey tasks (Figs. 2–4), we compared models 
that were identical except for whether their Uncertainty terms were set 
equal to SD, range or entropy:

SD [r] = (∑
r
p (r) (r − E [r])2)

0.5

Range [r] = max (r) −min (r)

Entropy [r] = −∑
r
p (r) log2(p (r))

We also fit more detailed models with separate attributes to meas-
ure the effect of each uncertain offer type (25/50/25 versus 50/50). For 
the second version of the tasks (Figs. 3–8) that manipulated event 
timing, we used models with attributes for key timing parameters and 
interactions with information, including Info × tout, Info × tadvance and 
Info × tadvance × Uncertainty. In several analyses, we used model fits to 
derive an estimate of the subjective value that an individual assigned 
to each offer presented on each trial (in units of log odds of choice) by 
simply plugging the fitted weights (βi,1,βi,2,… ,βi,n) and offer attributes 
(xi,1, xi,2,… , xi,n) into the equation for V(offer i) above.

Peristimulus activity. For uncertainty activity, we defined measures 
of the effects of Info × Uncertainty (Fig. 3) or Info × Uncertainty 
Type (Fig. 4) on activity over time separately for neural responses 
to each offer

InfoxUnc = [Rate (Info, Uncertain) − Rate (NoInfo, Uncertain)]

− [Rate (Info,Certain) − Rate (NoInfo,Certain)]

InfoxUncType = [Rate (Info, 50/50) − Rate (NoInfo, 50/50)]

−[Rate (Info, 25/50/25) − Rate(NoInfo, 25/50/25)]

and sign normalized them so that both negative and positive modula-
tions of activity resulted in positive effects. We then selected neural 
responses with significant effects and plotted their mean effects over 
time. We used cross-validation across offers to control for selection 

bias. For each neuron, we decided whether to include data from its offer 
1 response and whether to treat its offer 1 response as having a positive 
or negative sign solely based on the model fit to its offer 2 response 
(and vice versa). Thus, under the null hypothesis that the neuron had 
no true effect, there would be no cross-validated activity (confirmed by 
simulations; Supplementary Fig. 10). We used an analogous procedure 
for peristimulus time activity (Fig. 5) but pooled the effects of the three 
info- and time-related attributes in that model (Info × tout, Info × tadvance, 
Info × tadvance × Uncertainty) into a single net Info × Time effect.

Value coding index. We estimated the fraction of above-chance 
attribute-related response variance that could be explained by sub-
jective value. We first fit each neuron using an ‘attribute model’, which 
had separate weights for each of ten separate attributes that could 
influence choices, and a ‘value model’, which replaced them with a 
single attribute, ‘Value’, equal to the estimated subjective value of the 
offer derived from a model fit to behavior. We quantified the fraction of 
response variance that each model explained above chance with R2

cor, 
the shuffle-corrected R2 value. Shuffle correction corrected for extra 
variance that the attribute model could explain by chance simply due 
to having more parameters. The value coding index was then defined as

Value coding index = c (
R2cor for valuemodel

R2cor for attributemodel
)

where c (x) = max(0,min (1, x))  clamps the index between 0 and 1 (for 
rare cases when the index was slightly outside those bounds due to 
small variations in shuffles used for correction). Importantly, the index 
is only meaningful if the attribute model explained substantial response 
variance (because the ratio is only meaningful when its denominator 
is >0). Hence, we only computed it for neurons with strong attribute 
effects, defined as significantly attribute-responsive neurons with R2

cor 
≥0.1 for the attribute model.

Simulated data. Using model fits to the real dataset, we estimated sev-
eral parameters of each neuron’s coding, including its signal strength 
and noise level. We used these quantities to generate simulated datasets 
representing how each neuron would have responded under alternate 
hypotheses of that neuron’s coding: (1) single attributes (only encodes 
one randomly selected attribute), (2) random mixtures (same attrib-
ute weights as the real data but shuffled and sign flipped), (3) partial 
integration (a random half of attributes are weighted consistent with 
‘random mixtures’, whereas the other half are weighted consistent with 
subjective value) and (4) full integration (all attribute weights consist-
ent with subjective value).

Choice-predictive activity. We computed a choice predictive index 
as a measure of how variations in LHb neuronal activity above and 
beyond those accounted for by our neuronal model were predictive 
of variations in choice behavior above and beyond those accounted 
for by our behavioral model. We fit each neuron’s neural data with a 
neural model separately for each offer and fit the behavioral choices 
on those same trials with an analogous behavioral model. To make the 
index interpretable, we wanted to ensure that a positive index means 
that neural signals treating an offer as high value are associated with 
greater choice of that offer, regardless of the sign the neuron uses to 
code that value signal (positive or negative). Hence, rather than fit-
ting raw firing rates, we fit ‘normalized value signals’ (NVS), defined 
as the normalized firing rate that has been sign flipped based on that 
neuron’s fitted sign of value coding (derived from the value model in 
the value coding index analysis described above). We then computed 
the behavioral and neural residuals as the difference between the actual 
data and the prediction derived from the fitted model

Δbehavioral = choice − (predictedp (choice))

http://www.nature.com/natureneuroscience
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Δneural = NVS − (predictedNVS)

The choice predictive index was then defined as the Spearman’s 
rank correlation of the residuals,

Choicepredictive index = corr (Δbehavioral,Δneural)

RPEs. We computed an RPE index for each neuron. First, we defined 
the RPE on each correctly performed trial as the difference between 
the delivered reward and the chosen offer’s E[r]. Next, we selected trials 
in four categories, defined by the 2 × 2 combinations of chosen offer 
informativeness (Info or Noinfo) and resulting RPE (positive or negative 
corresponding to RPE values of >0.1 ml or <−0.1 ml of juice). This pro-
duced four conditions, InfoPos, InfoNeg, NoinfoPos and NoinfoNeg. 
We analyzed single-trial firing rates on these trials after two task events 
where RPEs commonly occurred in our task: a postcue time window 
150–750 ms after cue onset and a postreveal time window 150–750 ms 
after reveal onset. We used this activity to compute separate measures 
of the strength of RPE-related responses in each of those time windows 
(RPEcue and RPErev), described below. Importantly, RPEcue is focused on 
Info trials, whereas RPErev is focused on Noinfo trials. This is because 
the cue should only produce RPEs on Info trials because it only pro-
vides new information about the outcome on Info trials10,26. Similarly, 
the reveal should only produce RPEs on Noinfo trials because it only 
provides new information about the outcome on Noinfo trials; on Info 
trials, the cue already indicated the outcome, so the reveal provides no 
new information10,26. Indeed, our LHb neurons produced prominent 
RPE signals at those times. Thus, RPEcue was designed to reflect the 
degree to which a neuron’s cue period activity reflects RPEs in Info 
trials (when RPEs should occur during the cue period) versus Noinfo 
trials (when they should not occur during the cue period), while RPErev 
for the reveal period did so in the analogous manner for Noinfo trials 
versus Info trials, as follows:

RPEcue = ROC (InfoPos postcue, InfoNeg postcue)

−ROC (NoinfoPos postcue,NoinfoNeg postcue)

RPErev = ROC (NoinfoPos postrev,NoinfoNeg postrev)

−ROC(InfoPos postrev, InfoNeg postrev)

where ROC(x,y) is the the ROC area102 between the set of single-trial fir-
ing rates in condition x and those in condition y, such that the ROC area 
is >0.5 if condition x generally has higher activity than condition y, <0.5 
if condition x generally has less activity than condition y and 0.5 if the 
distributions are the same. Significance was assessed by permutation 
tests (P < 0.05, n = 400 permutations), where each of these measures 
was compared to the distribution of the same measure computed on 
permuted datasets in which firing rates were shuffled between InfoPos 
and NoinfoPos and between InfoNeg and NoinfoNeg, reflecting the 
null hypothesis that activity was not different between the conditions 
during which RPEs should and should not occur. Finally, the total RPE 
index was computed as the mean of these two measures,

RPE index = (RPEcue + RPErev)/2

and its P value was computed from the P values of the two constituent 
measures using a Fisher’s combination test98,103.

Overlap between coding properties. For each neural population, 
we tested the overlap between the three coding properties measured 
by the indexes described above: value coding index, choice predictive 
index and RPE index. We classified cells as strongly value coding if they 
had a value coding index > 0.6 and as significantly choice predictive 
or RPE coding if their respective indexes were significant (P < 0.05). 

This analysis included all attribute-responsive neurons for which all 
three coding properties could be computed. We classified neurons 
as ‘combined coding’ if they passed all three criteria and all three had 
identical coding signs. For example, a combined coding neuron that 
has all three coding properties with negative signs would have offer 
responses negatively related to offer subjective value, a lower firing 
rate during offer responses predicting greater choice of that offer and 
a lower firing rate during cue/reveal responses associated with more 
positive RPEs. We used permutation tests (n = 200,000 permutations 
in which each index was independently shuffled across neurons) to test 
whether the proportion of ‘combined coding’ neurons in an area was 
greater than chance and whether the difference of that proportion 
between areas was significantly greater than chance. Finally, we plotted 
a Venn diagram depicting these neurons, where the area of each of the 
three main circles was proportional to the percentage of these neurons 
with the corresponding coding property, and the intersections between 
pairs or triples of circles represented neurons that had pairs or triples 
of coding properties and coded them with identical signs. The diagram 
was optimized by fixing the areas of each circle and adjusting the cent-
ers of the circles to minimize the total error between the desired and 
displayed areas of the regions representing the intersections between 
sets of circles.

Analysis of electrical stimulation. As a first pass, we used psycho-
metrics to test whether LHb electrical stimulation after the onset of 
an offer influenced the subsequent choice of that offer. We calculated 
psychometric curves representing the percent choice of offer 2 as a 
function of the estimated difference in subjective value between offer 
2 and offer 1. To do this, for each animal, we first fit the main model of 
the second version of the monkey task to the subset of choice data 
collected from stimulation sessions (Supplementary Table 1) using 
only trials in which there was no stimulation during the offers. Based 
on this model fit, we used the procedures described above to derive an 
estimate of the subjective value of offer 1 and offer 2 (V1 and V2) and 
the difference between the two offer values (V2 – V1) on each trial. All of 
these estimated values were in units of log odds of influencing choice. 
Importantly, while the model was only fit on trials without offer period 
stimulation, we then derived its value estimates even for trials in which 
stimulation was applied. Thus, (V2 – V1) gave us an estimate of what 
the difference in estimated subjective value of the two offers ‘should 
have been’ on those trials if LHb stimulation had not been applied. 
We then plotted the percent choice of offer 2 as a function of (V2 – V1) 
separately for trials with no stimulation, trials with offer 1 stimulation 
and trials with offer 2 stimulation. For each curve, we estimated the 
indifference point using the same approach described above (that is, 
by fitting the underlying choice data with a logistic function and using 
the confint function in MATLAB to compute its confidence interval). 
Finally, we tested whether the 95% confidence interval of the indiffer-
ence point excluded 0.

Next, we quantified the stimulation effect more precisely by using 
a modeling approach. First, to measure the mean effect of stimulation 
regardless of whether it occurred during offer 1 or offer 2, we initially 
fit each animal’s total behavioral dataset during stimulation sessions 
with a model with three attributes: (V2 – V1), Stim1 and Stim2 (Supple-
mentary Table 3). To measure the LHb stimulation effect from each indi-
vidual session, we fit this model to each individual session separately.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Port-
folio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Data from this study are available upon reasonable request to the 
corresponding author and will be made publicly available 1 year 
after publication at https://github.com/ethan-bromberg-marti
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n/a-neural-mechanism-for-conserved-value-computations-integra
ting-information-and-rewards.

Code availability
Code from this study is available upon reasonable request to the 
corresponding author and will be made publicly available 1 year 
after publication at https://github.com/ethan-bromberg-marti
n/a-neural-mechanism-for-conserved-value-computations-integra
ting-information-and-rewards.
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